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Vortex: The Escape for iOS and Android - A Portal Fan's Dream
Published on 07/19/12
From the minds at CreeperWare, Vortex - The Escape 2.2, for iOS and Android, is a
genre-defying blend of action platformer and puzzle game, allowing for both fast paced
action gameplay and/or methodical puzzle play. Players control ENDR, a quirky robot, as he
weaves his way through a myriad of testing facilities with the aid of his gravity-bending
Vortex gun. Deemed obsolete and facing destruction, ENDR embarks on a quest though 32
levels to prove his worth.
Winter Park, Florida - CreeperWare has launched Vortex - The Escape 2.2 for iOS and
Android, a genre-defying blend of action platformer and puzzle game, allowing for both
fast paced action gameplay and/or methodical puzzle play. Players control ENDR, a quirky
robot, as he weaves his way through a myriad of testing facilities with the aid of his
gravity-bending Vortex gun. Deemed obsolete and facing destruction, ENDR embarks on a
quest though 32 levels to prove his worth. During his trials he must defy gravity, travel
impossible distances in the blink of an eye, and weave through environmental hazards (like
shock inducing sewer waters and even toast-hurling toasters!) and more to make it to the
exit door of each level.
The entire experience is a must-try for any portal fan, as the mind bending puzzles will
no doubt be familiar to any fan of the franchise. Coupled with an energetic electronic
soundtrack, Vortex is bound to provide hours of immersive mobile portal-flinging action!
As a reward for clearing a chapter of the game, players are rewarded with a cutscene and a
skin to customize ENDR with.
Feature Highlights:
* Adventure through 32 levels across 2 chapters
* One of a kind art style, combining textured realism with the animated world of Vortex!
* Unlock hidden skins to customize your character
* High quality electronic soundtrack to set the mood and pace
* Piece together the story of ENDR through cutscenes and dialog, revealing his present and
future challenges!
"Ultimately, Vortex - The Escape is a game built on a solid foundation and does offer a
truly unique and fun concept that isn't often replicated." - App Craver
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, or Android Smartphone
* Requires iOS 4.0 or later
* 91.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Vortex - The Escape is $0.99 (USD) and available worldwide through the Apple App Store in
the Games category and the Amazon Android Marketplace.
Vortex - The Escape 2.2:
http://creeperware.com/?page_id=40
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/vortex-the-escape/id497296167
Download from Amazon:
http://www.amazon.com/CreeperWare-Vortex-The-Escape/dp/B00821MG6U/ref=sr_1_20?s=m
obile-apps&ie=UTF8&qid=1340922548&sr=1-20&keywords=portal
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YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZLdvME-PXU
Screenshot:
http://oi49.tinypic.com/vnftog.jpg
App Icon:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/072/Purple/v4/3e/f9/f2/3ef9f2fefa50-1242-4c5d-3e1148720316/mzl.xytgzjcc.175x175-75.jpg

Based in Winter Park, Florida, CreeperWare was founded by Roumen Kassabov. CreeperWare
is
a software development company currently focused on development for mobile platforms such
as iOS and Android. Copyright (C) 2012 CreeperWare. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, iPhone, and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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